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 Happy Monday Families,

I hope you had a restful and safe holiday break with family and friends! As
time continues to move at warp speed, we only have 15 instructional days
before our next holiday break. It is extremely important that students are in
school every single day to support their academic success. Parent meetings
will be scheduled for students who have been absent 10% of the days (six) we
have been in school. This is inclusive of preschool parents as well. Every day a
student misses school, they are falling  further and further behind academically
as they are catching up with what they missed and trying to stay on task with
current assignments. Ensure students are arriving at the bus stop on time to
avoid possibly missing the transportation. Please feel free to reach out if
assistance is needed or you have any concerns by using (313) 751-8533, the
two-way parent communication through DeansList.

Ms. Ringo,
Principal

SCHOOL PLEDGE
Right now, today, this very

moment, I am capable of giving
 

myself,
 

the gift of absolute self-assurance,
 

self-belief, and powerful non-stop
confidence in myself.

 
 

Instructional priorities
 

Reading, writing, and  discussion in all
content areas to provide cohesive
instruction and opportunities for
productive struggle.

Provide effective feedback to students
that affirms what they have  done well
and guides them  toward academic
improvement and achievement of
learning goals.

Study and leverage student-level data
on a regular and consistent basis to
identify learning opportunities and
create plans to  address them.

Use rubrics as tools to provide a shared
language with clear  guidelines and
expectations to provide a measure,
adjust, and evaluate learning

 

SAFETY FIRST!!!!!
As a reminder, all parents and visitors who arrive on the campus of

Loving Academy are to adhere to the conduct and rules governed by
New Paradigm for Education. Disruptive behavior  is prohibited at all

times and all cases will be individually addressed. Please be respectful
and continue to model the behavior we expect from the students.

Shout out to all the families who ensure students are getting to
school on time everyday. Based on first quarter data from last
school year compared to this year, chronic absenteeism was
decreased by over 20%. Continue the great work so that
second quarter can be just as amazing!!!!

MONDAY- Read and Respond/C3  will be sent home  and
should be completed and returned daily

TUESDAY-After School Tutoring- 4-5:45
                          

WEDNESDAY- Check in to ensure your Scholar is completing
their weekly homework

THURSDAY- After school tutoring 4-5:45

FRIDAY- Read and Respond/C3 should be turned in
 

LOVING ACADEMY'S WEEKLY DATA
 
 

DECEMBER 7TH-4:30-7:00- IN PERSON PARENT TEACHER
CONFERENCES



        UNIFORM POLICY
Students must wear white button
shirt, navy blue pants/skirt, black
casual shoes
Students will receive a documented
uniform violation if they are out of
uniform
If a student receives 3 or more
uniform violations, a parent
meeting will be scheduled

THIS WEEK'S  SCHOOL-WIDE COOPERATIVE CHALLENGE:
 

"Help and Encourage Others"

STAFF CONTACT LIST
 
 

MS. RINGO, PRINCIPAL-ARINGO@NPFESCHOOLS.ORG

MS. MARKHAM, ADMIN ASST.-AMARKHAM@NPFESCHOOLS.ORG

MS. COLEMAN,STUDENT SUPPORT SPECIALIST-
LCOLEMAN@NPFESCHOOLS.ORG

MR. LARKIN, PRE-K-JLARKIN@NPFESCHOOLS.ORG

MS. RINGO, FIRST-ARINGO@NPFESCHOOLS.ORG

 MS. MILTON, 2ND/3RD-JMILTON@NPFESCHOOLS.ORG

MR. BRAZILL, 4TH/5TH- RBRAZILL@NPFESCHOOLS.ORG

MR. JACKSON, PE-JJACKSON@NPFESCHOOLS.ORG

MS. SHELMAN, DIRECTOR OF SPECIALIZED SERVICES
NSHELMAN@NPFESCHOOLS.ORG

Doors open at 7:50
Students are tardy after 8:05
Breakfast is served from 7:50-8:05
School dismisses promptly at 3:30
Parents of students who are picked up will head
towards assigned area and inform the teacher
they are leaving
Those students who walk will head home
should inform their teacher they are leaving

 
 

ARRIVAL AND DISMISSAL

EARLY DISMISSAL
Students will only be dismissed from class when a
parent or family member listed on the emergency
contact form physically arrives at the school and
signs the student(s) out for the day. Unfortunately,
calling ahead will not get a student dismissed
from class as student's must be attended to from a
staff member. Office staff are not always in the
office as they have other responsibilities.

We have moved from Class
Dojo to DeansList.

Families, we adopted a new
way of communicating with

families.It is used by our
teachers to send out

important communication
in regards to behavior,

grades, etc. Please take a
moment to download the

app or use your browser to
sign up on your computer

 

 
DEANSLIST FOR FAMILIES WEBSITE
HTTPS://YOUTU.BE/BS54-TBSCY8

 
DEANSLIST FOR FAMILIES MOBILE APP

HTTPS://YOUTU.BE/POFOGNOF0RG
 
 
 

Helping and encouraging our peers builds a positive
classroom and school culture. Try sending a silent

signal of support to a classmate who is persevering and
answering a tough question in class.

https://youtu.be/bS54-TbscY8
https://youtu.be/PofOGNOf0Rg



